FAI / CIVL website

Our communication is done mainly on our website. About 50 News should have been published between the 2014 and 2015 Plenaries, some directly by FAI Head Office, some sent to the Delegates and Info mailing list. This is in line with the number of news published the last 2 years.

The “What’s up…” series are somehow stalled. Lack of time and other priorities like the Paragliding Committee business. These series should be continued. An easy way to do it would be to have someone in the Bureau doing the mandatory Bureau activity report every month (instead of once a year for the Plenary). The Communication Officer could then edit it if needed, publish it, send it to the delegate and info list.

Obviously someone dedicated and with more time could do a better job.

Forum

Episodically, I have been active on paraglidingforum.com and the Oz Report as a CIVL VP, PG Committee Chair, Communication Officer or in my own name, explaining CIVL policy and functioning. It can be rewarding. It can be also very frustrating.

What else?

Plenty could be done but the energy and time have not been found. The 2013 Plenary allowed the Bureau to hire professional help, but I still feel that our money should be better spent elsewhere as lately our yearly expenses have exceeded our revenues.